
 



 

JUNE 2015 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to the June issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

I guess with the summer months now in full swing, we’ll see a downturn in interest with the hobby from many 

modellers around the globe. Personally for me, I prefer to model during the summer....longer days, more 

natural daylight and perhaps, a little more enthusiasm to get off my backside and achieve something.  All of 

that helps.  In the winter, I mostly just want to curl up in front of the fire and watch some TV!  

So, I’m trying to make the most of this time of year, not that I haven’t plenty else to do, I’m just making sure 

those other tasks don’t get in the way of my hobby!! 

The hobby industry certainly doesn’t slow down during the warmer months – some outstanding new kits are 

on their way, judging from the exciting photos from the Shizouka Hobby show. Who’ll be the first to bring 

Tamiya’s new Mossie to a club night?.....I’ve managed to purchase 8 new kits (I blame Gray.... ) this year 

already, with another two on their way, and a few outstanding pre orders with HLJ....I learning new smuggling 

techniques all the time!!  

This past month has seen plenty of activity in the club. We’ve had two excellent club nights and a visit to the 

Salisbury show where many club members enjoyed a great day out. During our most recent club night, Tony 

demonstrated his preshading techniques on the club project to an audience of nearly 20, with many having a 

go using Tony’s airbrush equipment – we even managed to spray around 50% of the first colour on the 

model...!! A short report can be found further on in this issue.  

Many thanks to the contributors over the past few issues, the standard has been excellent, and judging by 

some accounts that I listen to at the Salisbury show, the envy of a few clubs too. Remember though, Tony is 

constantly looking for articles, particularly from fresh talent, so if you’ve not had a go yet perhaps you might 

want to write about your latest project or interest. 

As a final thought, we have just 3 club polo shirts left from our original purchase, one large (L) with grey 

sleeves, and two with red sleeves, one large (L) and one extra extra large (XXL). If you want one, grab them 

while you can.  

See you all Wednesday night. 

Paul 

Club President 

  

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

MANUFACTURER ’S COMPETITION: TAMIYA 

At next month’s late club meeting we will be holding this our manufacturer’s competition which this year has a 

theme of TAMIYA.  

Any model that has a Tamiya kit as its principle component is eligible (i.e. an Airfix kit with as single Tamiya 

figure would be frowned upon) , hopefully we will have plenty of models on the table to make the judging 

difficult once again. 

CLUB BUILD PROJECT UPDATE 

At the extra club night in early June, Tony was good enough to bring along his airbrushing equipment and 

demonstrate to subtle art of preshading and to follow up, apply an initial coat of RLM 76 to the fuselage of the 

Heinkel He219. Tony brought the group up to date on the build so far…of note was the smooth surface 

achieved by using Tamiya fine primer and a little polishing. He then  explained his techniques for thinning 

paint, correct air pressure for the two tasks at hand, and with a follow up Q and A session, plenty was learnt, 

after which members were invited to have a play and paint the model further. The large surface area offered 

plenty of ‘model’ for others to have a try. So it really turned into exactly what we wanted –a session for others 

with perhaps less experience using airbrushes and applying thin paint coats to have a go. I personally hadn’t 

used an airbrush with a trigger, but Tony’s Iwata TR1 was easy to get to grips with once the muscle memory 

had kicked in. 

A very productive night; many thanks to Tony for taking his time to show us his painting methods. After Tony 

has completed the first coat, we will demo the camouflage painting on another night very soon. I shot a 20 

minute video of the demo, which I hope we can put up on the website shortly. 
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IPMS SALISBURY MODEL SHOW 30TH JUNE 2015 
BY PAUL ADAMS 

I’ve not been to this show since 2011 and I’d forgotten how and why it was a blueprint for any club who’s 

looking to put on their own show. The team at Salisbury do a fantastic job each year, by using an excellent 

venue with good parking, plenty of natural daylight, room for the clubs, a decent array of traders to spend 

your money on and a healthy competition. Blend all of those elements with a vibrant atmosphere, and you 

simply can’t go wrong. 

The popularity of the show was ably demonstrated by the sheer number of club members who turned up to 

display or visit. Our 12 foot table was crammed with models even before Andy James turned up with his 

superb 1/35
th

 armour models.  Lee and I went with an automotive display, Richard brought his ever impressive 

USS Hornet, Luke provided armour diorama’s, Keith showed his eclectic mix of models, Dave O’Meara added 

his small scale figure models....and we even had Malcolm along with his submarine diorama and Brian 

Sampson brought along his take of Sci-Fi versus reality. Phew!! Providing some normality to the proceedings 

was Keith’s wife, Caroline, who’s skills with embroidery are extraordinary...I wouldn’t know where to start!!  

Visitors included Dave Pogson, Will Booth and Russell Eden and Club Secretary, Tony.     
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The Romsey table - nearly packed, and this was before Dave and Malcolm arrived!! Our location proved fruitful 

for us as we were busy all day.  Pictures courtesy Keith Hawkins 

The table was located at the end of the far isle (and near the tuck shop!) and our display proved very popular 

with passersby, with Richard’s carrier still getting the looks of bewilderment once the viewer really starts to 

look at all the detail on offer.  We had enquires about our logo design and polo shirts…..some clubs are 

beginning to notice that we’ve gone about things with a different slant on the normal look for model clubs. 

  

Visitors to the table were never in short supply….some were even brought to their knees by the quality on 

show!! 

 

The day was spent admiring the plentiful supply of models on show, chatting with friends and a little 

shopping…..for me, no kits, just paints and other useful materials. Other members of course purchased the 

obligatory cheap kits! It would be rude not to. The competition area featured some outstanding work…an 

exploded view of an A1 Abram’s tank was particularly impressive with its scratchbiult interior. Club member 

Nick Burden bagged a gold award in civilian vehicles with his Pepe Le Pew Renault truck. Well done Nick.  

I must say that the mood in the hall was lively all day, not only from our group, but other clubs and visitors. 

This really added to the enjoyment of the day. I’m looking forward to next year’s show already. 

I’ll leave you with some images of the fantastic models on show…. 
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TAMIYA 1/350 KMS BISMARCK – PART 2 
BY DALE KOPPI  

At the point of completing last month’s article the ship build had taken a year. 

While building the smaller parts, I become annoyed with the detail on some parts, and so its time to improve, 

rebuild or sometimes scratch build the parts. e.g., the little boats took a fair bit of work. 

 

   

   

 

The canopy framework on the boats was tricky. At first I tries to make this from wire, but it just didn't work 

right, in the end I made a jig from some balsa wood, and used plastic rod. 

  

Other improvements were adding a keel to the boats. 
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Other improvements were the Anti Air guns. The anchor chains, and their other parts were fitted. 

 

 

 

 

Next the float plane. 

 

Another part that seriously consumed my time were the searchlights. In the end, they came out really well. 

Not much really happened on this model in 2014, and then a major push for the finish was started. 
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The water was painted by using enamels and crazy amounts of thinners to get it the colours to blend. I tried 

here to get some grey in to represent cloud cover, and in the end, it wasn't that bad. Once this was done, 4 

coats of gloss were applied to get the shiny transparent nature of water. 

 

The ship was weathered, the boats and plane painted and weathered. I'm happy with how they came out in 

the end. Then the production line for the crew on deck. 

 

The last job was the flags and rigging. 

For the flags, I had a set of decals, that were applied over tin foil. The reason for that is I will bend the flags to 

make them look like the wind is blowing. Again plenty of gloss was used to seal them before I dare bend them. 

For the rigging, I used stretched sprue. The majority of this is very fine, but I threw in some thicker lines so 

people can see them, and then zoom in to see the rest. The rigging took almost 2 weeks (about an hour to two 

a night).  
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Here is an example of how fine the rigging is it is. The dude is 5mm tall. 

 

Flags. 

 

And it is completed…. 
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AIRFIX 1/72 BOULTON PAUL DEFIANT MK1  
BY TONY ADAMS 

 

Having not built anything for a while I 

was after a quick build to get the 

juices flowing again! This new kit from 

Airfix certainly fitted the bill, I 

remember build the old one when I 

was a kid, which no doubt was 

completed in a couple of hours , with 

little attention paid to seam lines etc 

that these days keep me awake at 

night.  

 

THE KIT 

On examining the sprues my first impressions were very high The model is typical of Airfix’s recent releases , in 

having be very crisp and clean moulding, with some quite fine detail parts. . This kit has some of great  surface 

detail , with quite retrained engraved panel lines and engine cowl fasteners, and nicely done fabric effect on 

the control surfaces.   

There are decal for two machines a Green / Earth Camouflage version (No 264 squadron – July 1940) and an all 

black night fighter machine of No 151 Squadron in Feb 1941. I chose the nightfighter through nostalgia of the 

old kit and simplicity. The kit also has a number of build options, canopy open / closed , the rear fuselage 

decking lowered or not. On the real aircraft this enabled the turret to rotate without the guns fouling fuselage 

structure. Two pilot figures are provided 
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Lovely detail on all the sprues 

 

The clear parts are very crisp and provides open and closed 

variants 

 

THE BUILD 

The construction stated conventually enough with the cockpit , Cockpit detail is more than adequate for the 

scale and limited view available through the canopy (which will be closed). . Integrally moulded sidewall detail 

captures the corrugated nature of the original well. Other detail includes a rear bulkhead, a seat, control 

column, side consoles, rudder bar, and instrument panel. The parts were painted cockpit green and given a 

wash of Mig dark , and a light dry brush of silver to make the office look looked in. I made some seatbelts from 

Tamiya tape , painted brown , which looked Ok. The smooth instrument panel uses a decal to represent the 

instrument faces which has over-exaggerated white lines and doesn’t look very realistic; it’s not a patch on the 

look I got on my recent Airfix Spitfire V build. It is visible through the canopy, this is probably the worse aspect 

of the kit and certainly would be a candidate for an after-market part if I built this kit again. 

  

The cockpit parts painted and ready for the fuselage to be closed 

Once the fuselage was zipped up it was on to the wings. The wings are split in two , however, the ailerons are 

moulded in their entirety with the lower wing. The disadvantage of this approach is that both the aileron and 

wing trailing edges are rather thick; so whereas the wing halves can be readily thinned down on their internal 

faces, the ailerons can only be thinned to match at the price of losing their nicely rendered fabric detail.  As 

this was a quick build I decided not to bother thinning the trailing edges. A nicely detailed wheel-well fits 

between the wing halves. The wings were attached to the fuselarge aong with the elevators and the separate 

rudder. Only a small wipe of filler was required. 
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The construction basically complete  

The canopies were masked (left) and glued in place 

and the model given a coat of Tamiya Fine Grey 

primer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PAINTING 

The kit instructions call up matt black for the overall colour but this generally is too dark for a realistic scale 

look, so I decided to use Taimya Rubber Black (XF-85) which is a very dark gray. 

Spraying this was very easy as no masking was required (even the wheel wells are the same colour. 

  

The model was sprayed XF-85 all over 

 

A little white was added to the paint and spayed into the 

centres of the panels to add some interest to the paint scheme 

 

Bare metal foil was used to mask the canopy, the turret took 

bloody ages! 
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When the paint was dry it was given a coat of Klear ready for decaling , which was achieved without too much 

drama. As the model was black I used a light gray wash for the panel lines which worked very well. 

  

Decals applied 

 

Flory Model’s light Gray wash was applied to bring out the 

panel lines 

 

The wheels and undercarriage were 

painted and constructed, there then 

was only the turret to complete. The 

internal parts were painted gloss black 

and highlighted with a silver dry bush. 

With the masking removed it looked 

quite effective. 

The model was given a coat of matt 

varnish (Winsor and Newton Acrylic) 

The turret simply pushes into the rear 

fuselage. I added exhaust stains with 

Tamiya smoke before adding the 

antennas and wing light glass. A light 

dry brush with silver added some 

surface scratches to the paintwork to 

give the airframe a used look. 

 Then we were done. 

PHOTOS 

 

  

 

The turret ready to be glue together  
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1/48 FLAKPANZER III – WIRBELWIND -PART 3 
BY RUSSELL EDEN  

With the flakpanzer partially assembled in sections I thought I’d try a different order to painting it. I decided to 

paint the running gear before hull assembly. I left the two halves of the hull separate and primed the sides of 

the lower hull. They then got a coat of Humbrol Desert Tan and a wash of MIG tan filter. 

 

The tracks were painted a 50/50 mix of Rust and Panzer Grey. They then got a Dark Tone wash from my Army 

Painter paints. The tyres were painted Panzer Grey with a black wash over the top. In parts of the wheels I 

added an extra wash of Soft Tone to bring out the detail. 

 

Again I gave it a light drybrush of Bleached Bone to blend it together. Once dry I gloss coated the sides and 

added a small amount of camo decal. 
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Once dry I drybrushed the tracks with silver and matt coated it all to seal it in. I covered them in masking tape 

to protect them from handling and overspray for the rest of the build. It definitely made it easier to paint doing 

it this way.  

The interior of the turret and 

armament were next on my 

to-do list. These were 

painted Desert Tan, given a 

coat of tan MIG filter and a 

light drybrush of Bleached 

Bone. The seats were 

painted panzer grey and 

given a black wash. The 

weapons and spare 

magazines were painted 

metallic Iron, polished and 

given a black wash. I added a 

bit of chipping using SS camo 

Black/Brown to the tan parts 

with a piece of foam. 

The turret was then glued 

together and masked so I 

could paint the exterior. 

The two halves of the hull were screwed together, 

hatches glued on and painted as per everything else. 

Note the enlarged hole for the turret – it is slightly 

bigger than the original one. 
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It then got the treatment of filter, wash, pin wash, drybrush and I ended up with this –  

 

Once dry I gave it a gloss coat in preparation for the next stage – camo decal and markings – to be 

continued….. 
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CLUB DIARY 2015 

2015 

June 17
th

 Club Night   

July 1
st

  

July 15
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: Tamiya Competition 

  

August 5
th

 

August 19
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

August 9
th

  IPMS Avon Show 

September 2
nd

  

September 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night - BoB Competition 

September 13
th

  

September 19
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 7
th

  

October 21
st

   

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 24
th

 

Bovington Show (TBC) 

Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC) 

November 4
th

  

November 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 7
th

 / 8
th 

November 19
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2015 

Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 

December 2
nd

  

December 16
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

 

Next Meeting: Wednesday June 17
th

       (8pm to 10pm) 
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CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Paul Adams 

Dale Koppi 

Russell Eden 

 

FINDING US 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

 

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information thus 

expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the editor or the club 

as a whole.  

Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2015 

 

http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/info@romseymodellers.co.uk
file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/tony@romseymodellers.co.uk

